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Developments in National Case Law with regards to the Aarhus Convention
Synthesis report of case studies on particular aspects of access to justice in environmental
matters in selected EU Member States
Case Study

I. INTRODUCTION
The present short report summarizes positive developments and problematic aspects of the selected
cases from 6 Members States (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria, Germany, Spain, Hungary) regarding
the application of the Aarhus Convention on the national level. Cases were collected by member
organizations of the civil association Justice & Environment in 2016. All cases focus precisely on the
issue of the legal standing of environmental NGOs and the public in the administrative proceedings
and before courts in environmental matters. In all cases the application of article 9 was at stake. The
analysed cases reveal that the interpretation and use of Aarhus Convention with respect to the legal
standing of the NGOs is very diverse and still not uniform in the selected EU countries. The most
problematic issue though is the failure of several states to apply Aarhus Convention correctly.
Restrictive interpretations of legal standing for the public that have been adopted by several Member
States leads to a misapplication of the Convention and denial of the rights it guarantees in respect to
the access to justice in environmental matters.
II. THE CASES IN DETAIL1
In Slovakia and the Czech Republic the Aarhus Convention has become for courts a useful
interpretative instrument which considerably helps civil associations, NGOs or citizens in general to
sustain their argumentation and guarantee their legal standing in administrative and court proceedings
concerning environmental matters. It seems that in these countries courts have been progressive in
implementation of the Aarhus Convention in questions of the legal standing of the NGOs or the public
in administrative proceedings concerning environmental matters.
The Slovakian case2 raised the question of legal standing and public participation in the administrative
procedure regarding the designation of a mining area. The mining authority argued that as the public
participation in mining law is not expressly regulated (as for instance in EIA it was) the civil association
who brought the case to court cannot be granted legal standing in the proceedings according to such
act. The Court rejected the latter reasoning and supported the argumentation of the civil association
claiming that even in situation when legislation is silent it has to be interpreted in the spirit of the
Aarhus Convention. The Court ruled that Aarhus Convention is an international treaty which takes
precedence over national legislation, though it has no direct effect. The national legislation shall be
applied in compliance with Aarhus Convention in order to achieve the aims set up by environmental
legislation. Moreover, the regulation on filing an appeal in administrative procedures must be
interpreted in accordance with Article 9(3) of the Aarhus Convention in order to enable an
environmental organization to judicially challenge any administrative decision.
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The individual case studies are attached as an annex hereto
Regional Court in Banská Bystrica (Krajsky sud v Banskej Bystrici), case no. 23S/113/2011, 4 April
2012.
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In the first studied case from Czech Republic3 an environmental organization achieved that the Court
recognized its arguments and declared that environmental NGOs have not only the right to challenge
infringement of its procedural rights, but also the substantive legality of the administrative decisions.
By this ruling the Court changed the previous prevailing case law of the Czech administrative courts
according to which NGOs could claim only the infringement of their procedural rights at court. This
result was a reflection of the findings of the Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee regarding the
pursuance of claims of environmental NGOs before Czech courts.
Also in the 2nd analysed case4 the Czech Supreme Administrative Court overruled its previous case-law,
according to which representative of the public could only raise objections against a measure of
general nature and subsequently file an action against the decision of the court regarding those
concrete objections. In other words, no challenge of the measure itself was possible under the previous
case-law for a representative of the public but only for environmental NGOs. As a result of this 2016
judgment, a representative of the public could hence successfully bring an action for annulment of the
measure of general nature amending the urban management plan.
In the context of THE selected cases, the two Spanish judgements seem to belong to progressive ones.
Since the entry into force of the Aarhus Convention in Spain (2005), Spanish NGOs have noted a
positive trend in the courts’ interpretation of access to justice for NGOs. A recent case confirms these
trends of efficient implementation of the third pillar for non-profit organizations with environmental
interests.
The first Spanish case5 raises a very interesting question with an equally interesting answer from the
Court.
The Court recognized the standing of an environmental NGO to appeal administrative decisions
concerning environmental interests even when they are related to criminal matters, because of their
administrative character. The Court settled that NGOs are granted legal standing for appealing
administrative decisions on reprieve of a crime on environment in their procedural aspects as these
are of administrative character.
The second Spanish case6, where an environmental NGO appealed a Cabinet Agreement concerning a
Thermal Power Plant , also points out that Aarhus Convention in Spanish case-law is a fully respected
and applied piece of legislation. Spain appears to be willing to interpret the Aarhus Convention broadly.
This positive trend of the court’s interpretation concerning access to justice for environmental NGOs
has been present in judicial decisions since the very entry into force of the Aarhus Convention in 2005.
This case does not bring anything new in respect of the interpretation of legal standing of NGOs with
environmental interests in Spain; it only points to an already robust and well-established interpretation
of the NGOs” legal standing in administrative and court proceedings concerning environmental
matters.

The Supreme Administrative Court ( Najvyšší správní soud), case no. 1 As 13/2015, 25 June 2015.
The Supreme Administrative Court, case no. 4 As 217/2015, 29 March 2016.
5 Supreme Court of Spain, 6th Section of the Administrative-Judiciary Room, case no. RJ\2015\3166,
June 2015.
6 Supreme Court of Spain, 3rd Section of the Administrative-Judiciary Room, case no. RJ\2010\4475,
23 March 2010.
3
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On the other hand, in Austria and Germany the application of the Aarhus Convention by courts does
not see such positive developments. Courts refuse to apply it as the Convention is not directly
applicable. German courts have refused to apply the Aarhus Convention and even CJEU case-law
interpreting it. By way of contrast, the Supreme Administrative Court in the second Czech Republic
case discussed above did refer to the CJEU case No. C-240/09 in order to interpret Art. 9 para. 3 of the
Aarhus Convention.
The Austrian case7 analysed was in result positive for the claimant NGO because the Court found that
NGOs must be able to challenge negative screening decisions. But the Court deduced this obligation
from the EIA directive, which at the point of the original decision had not been correctly implemented.
The Court notably did not deduce the obligation from the Aarhus Convention. Rather the Court
reiterated its earlier case-law, stating that the Convention does not have direct applicability and would
need to be transposed into national legislation.
In the German case8 an environmental NGO asked for interim measures to stop the construction of a
windmill park. The Court denied admissibility as the NGO did not participate in the previous
administrative proceedings with any expert opinion. According to this Court decision, access to justice
for environmental NGOs is still dependent on its participation in the previous administrative
procedure. The Court did not differentiate whether it was possible for the NGO to participate or
whether the NGO knew about the administrative procedure of this permission for the windmills at all.
Also regardless the fact whether the NGO engaged in abusive conduct, the Court ruled that for standing
in court it is obligatory for an environmental NGO to have been participated in the administrative
proceedings. This interpretation ignored the ECJ judgement which precludes such requirements. Such
an interpretation impedes environmental NGOs from effective access to justice in environmental
matters and contradicts the Aarhus Convention. Also the German Court rejected direct applicability of
the Aarhus Convention in the German national legal order.
The Hungarian case concerned construction of a road which would affect a national park and Natura
2000 areas. The applicant brought the case before the Court and claimed that such an intervention
into the undisturbed nature would significantly affect the areas and result in the damaging of the
environment and nature as well as the loss of a favourable conservation status. The applicant also
requested an interim relief and asked the Court to order the halting of construction works.
In the present case the Court recognized the legal standing of the NGO in spite of the fact that the NGO
could have had standing in the previous administrative procedure but did not use it. This seems at
odds with the interpretation that was adopted by the Court in the German case. Although in both
countries courts do not recognize the direct applicability of the Aarhus Convention, in Hungary the
main Aarhus requirements are at least incorporated in the national legislation. Apart from the question
of legal standing the Hungarian case raises also the question of burden of proof and availability of legal
remedies in cases concerning environmental protection. So despite the fact the legal standing of the
NGO was given for granted, the NGO lost the case because of the impossibility to bear the burden of
proof with regards to impact of the road on the protected areas and also because of the refusal of the
court to apply an interim measure which would impede the construction before the termination of the
court proceedings.
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Highest Administrative Court (Verwaltungsgerichtshof, VwGH), case no. Ro 2014/06/0008,
27.7.2016.
8 Administrative Court Trier (VG Trier), case no. 6 L 368/16.TR, 1 march 2016.
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Such application practice is contrary to the article 9 par. 4 of the Aarhus Convention which requires
parties to “provide adequate and effective remedies, including injunctive relief as appropriate, and be
fair, equitable, timely and not prohibitively expensive”
The Hungarian case thus reveals that granting the legal standing to the public is not sufficient in itself
to guarantee effective protection of the rights of the public to access the justice in the environmental
matters.
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III. SUMMARY OF THE KEY LEGAL POINTS OF THE STUDY CASES
Country
Slovakia

Direct Applicability of the Aarhus Convention
No direct effect, but used as interpretative
instrument, given that the Aarhus Convention
is an international treaty which takes
precedence over the national legislation.

Czech Republic 1

No direct effect, but national law has to be
interpreted with respect to the Aarhus
Convention.

Czech Republic 2

No direct effect, but national law has to be
interpreted with respect to the Aarhus
Convention.

Spain 1

Aarhus Convention was ratified by Spain and
forms part of national legal system.

Spain 2

Aarhus Convention was ratified by Spain and
forms part of national legal system.

Germany

No direct applicability.

Austria

No direct applicability.

Hungary

No direct applicability, but main requirements
transposed to national legislation.

Legal standing
In cases where the national
legislation is silent about the legal
standing of the public in the
particular administrative
proceeding concerning
environmental matters, legal
standing has to be granted in
accordance with the Aarhus
Convention.
Environmental organizations can
claim both infringement of their
procedural rights in the
administrative procedures, and the
substantive legality of the
administrative decisions.
Court recognized that not only
environmental NGOs but also
representative of the public have
the right to bring an action for
annulment against the measure of
general nature.

Other legal issues

This decision modifies
previous case-law
which allowed NGOs
to claim only
infringement of
procedural rights.
This decision
overruled previous
case-law, according to
which representative
of the public could
only raise objections
against a measure of
general nature and
subsequently file
action against the
decision of the court
regarding those
concrete objections.

Environmental associations have
standing to appeal administrative
decisions concerning
environmental interests even when
they are related to criminal
matters, because of their
administrative character.
This case points out to the fact that
legal standing of non-profit
organizations with environmental
interests in administrative
proceedings is well established and
fully guaranteed under the Spanish
case-law.
The access to court for
environmental NGO is still
dependent on its participation in
the previous administrative
procedure.
The court argued that the necessity
to include the public concerned in
screening procedures has to be
taken directly from the EIA
directive.
Legal standing for environmental
NGOs granted.

Impossibility of the
NGO to prove the
environmental impact
of challenged
construction and
rejection of the
interim measure
(halting of
construction works
while court
proceedings were
ongoing) by the court
led to loss of the case.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The collected cases from 6 EU Member States (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria, Germany, Spain,
Hungary) reveal a non-uniform and in some countries very problematic application of the Aarhus
Convention in the question of legal standing of the environmental NGOs and the public. In some
countries we observe progressive decision-making of national courts which despite the lack of direct
effect of the Aarhus Convention apply its principles and use it as a key interpretative instrument (Czech
Republic, Slovakia). In Spain the Aarhus Convention having been ratified and being the part of national
legislation has already gained a well-respected place. This is illustrated by a consistent case-law of
Spanish courts with respect to the legal standing of environmental NGOs. The Hungarian case warned
us about the fact that granting legal standing to the public was not sufficient in itself if the court does
not eliminate other obstacles of access to justice (burden of proof and refusal of interim measures).
On the other side we note really conservative attitudes towards the Aarhus Convention and
recognition of the legal standing of NGOs in Germany and Austria. Due to the lack of direct effect these
latter countries refuse to apply the Convention in their national legal orders. So if in some countries
situation seems positive, in other countries the public is still struggling with the refusal of courts to
apply the Aarhus Convention properly.
To guarantee access to justice to public in environmental affairs we need to foster the uniform
application of the Aarhus Convention and to tackle the identified disparities. A binding horizontal legal
instrument, namely a directive on access to justice is what is needed. As a first step, however, the
Commission needs to ensure that its recently released Communication on access to justice is followed
up with strong implementation. NGOs should be involved as partners in this process.

Contact information:
name:
Ivana Figuli and Summer Kern
organization: J&E
address:
Udolni 33, 602 00 Brno, Czech Republic
tel:
+36 1 3228462
e-mail:
info@justiceandenvironment.org
web:
www.justiceandenvironment.org
The Work Plan of J&E has received funding from the European Union through its LIFE+ funding scheme.
The sole responsibility for the present document lies with the author and the European Commission is not
responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.
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ANNEX: INDIVIDUAL NATIONAL ACCESS TO JUSTICE CASES
AT:

Date of judgement, name of court and
reference number of the case
Reference details
(parties to the proceedings, attorneys)
Key facts of the case

Main reasoning / argumentation of the
parties and of the judgment

27.7.2016, Highest Administrative Court
(Verwaltungsgerichtshof, VwGH)
VwGH 27.7.2016, Ro 2014/06/0008
Parties included: Burgenland, Ministry for the
environment
Case regarding access to justice and legal
standing for NGOs in EIA screening procedures.
The question was whether NGOs have to have
legal standing to challenge “negative” screening
decisions even before the EIA act allowed them
to do so in 2012.
The court decided, that NGOs have to have legal
standing to challenge screening decisions, even
in other proceedings like under the water
protection act (WRG), nature protection acts by
states (NSchG) and so on, and even if they don’t
have legal standing in those laws.
*Note: this case was brought to court before the
right for NGOs to challenge screening decisions
was implemented, which happened later during
the proceedings.
The parties argued, that legal standing has to be
granted according to the provisions in the Aarhus
Convention, to which Austria is a party.
Additionally, the changes to the EIA act, which
later on allowed for NGOs to challenge the
decisions are seen as proof for the duty of
Member States to grant standing to NGOs in this
matter.
The court argued, that the necessity to include
the public concerned in screening procedures
has to be taken directly from the EIA directive
which at the point of the original decision has
not been correctly implemented and thus is in
direct effect.
As a consequence, NGOs have legal standing in
all proceedings, regarding EIA screenings.
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Reference to the Aarhus Convention /
direct applicability of the AC in the
domestic legal system

Result and key consequences or
implications of the case

Key quotation in original language and
translated into English with reference
details

While it is rather clear through judgments of the
Highest Administrative court, that Article 9/3 the
Aarhus Convention is not directly applicable, the
court sees the necessity of transposing the
Aarhus Convention into national law.
Additionally, the question of 9/3 with regards to
EU law is currently a matter which the Austrian
Highest Administrative Court has put in front of
the ECJ and is awaiting its answer.
NGOs have to have legal standing in all
proceedings regarding questions on EIA
screening decisions. This leaves a lot (!!) of
questions unanswered and is not clear to the
definite effect of this judgement. It is however a
strong signal regarding public participation and
access to justice for NGOs and it furthers the
need for clear and transparent legislation in this
area.
„Vor diesem Hintergrund ist es daher
erforderlich, aber auch ausreichend, in einem
Fall wie dem vorliegenden, auf welchen die in
Rede stehenden, mit der UVP-G-Novelle 2012
eingeführten Bestimmungen (noch) nicht
anzuwenden sind, auch einer anerkannten
Umweltorganisation in einem Materienverfahren
einen Rechtsbehelf zur Überprüfung eines
allenfalls ergangenen UVPFeststellungsbescheides, welcher ihr gegenüber
keine Bindungswirkung zu entfalten vermag, in
die Hand zu geben. Dies gilt im Übrigen auch für
jene Fälle, in denen kein UVPFeststellungsbescheid ergangen ist“
„Against this background it is therefore
necessary, but also sufficient in a case like this
one, in which the new post-2012 EIA provisions
are not yet applicable, to grant NGOs legal
means to challenge screening decisions in all
proceedings which had no direct effect on them.
This includes cases, where there was no
screening decision [but should have been].”

What was the critical issue the case
affected and how the judgment
responded to the critical issue

9

CZ1:
Date of
judgement:
Name of
court:
Reference
number of the
case:
Reference
details
(parties to the
proceedings,
attorneys)
Key facts of
the case

25 June 2015
The Supreme Administrative Court
1 As 13/2015

Plaintiff (complainant) – Frank Bold Society, represented by attorney Pavel Černý
Defendant – Ministry of the Environment of the Czech Republic
Interested Party – ČEZ, a. s., represented by attorney Karel Muzikář

The plaintiff challenged the compliance of the reconstruction of Prunéřov power
plant with the BAT standards. Several other issues related to the issuance of EIA
permit and to the environmental burden of the planned reconstruction were also
pointed out.
However, the plaintiff claimed the infringement of the substantive legality of the
respective administrative decisions. According to the case law, the plaintiff, as an
association, could only have claimed the infringement of its procedural rights.
Main
With reference to the case law of the Constitutional court of the Czech Republic and
reasoning /
the legal principle of in dubio mitius the plaintiff argued that the national law should
argumentation be interpreted in accordance with the Aarhus Convention, preventing the potential
of the parties
denial of justice.
and of the
The defendant and the interested party referred to the previous case law claiming
judgment
that the environmental NGOs are entitled to raise only procedural objections, not
substantive ones.
The court held that the national law has to be interpreted with respect to the Aarhus
Convention. Therefore, environmental NGOs (associations) can claim both
infringement of their procedural rights in the administrative procedures, and
substantive legality of the administrative decisions. However, such a NGO has to be
somehow affected by the respective administrative decision. And since the power
plant in question has an ability to affect the whole territory of the Czech Republic,
the plaintiff was entitled to raise both procedural and substantive objections.
Reference to
References were made by the court to the following provisions of the Aarhus
the Aarhus
Convention:
Convention /
‒ Art. 2 para. 5
direct
‒ Art. 9 para. 2 letter a) – the equivalent provision can be found in Section 70 para.
applicability of
1 of the Act No. 114/1992 Coll., on Protection of Nature and Landscape as
the AC in the
amended
domestic legal
system
Result and key Environmental organizations can claim both infringement of their procedural rights
consequences in the administrative procedures, and the substantive legality of the administrative
or implications decisions.
of the case
This result clearly reflects the findings of the Aarhus Convention Compliance
Committee regarding the pursuance of claims of environmental NGOs before Czech
courts, thus ensuring better compliance with the Aarhus Convention.
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Key
quotation
in original
language
and
translate
d into
English
with
reference
details

[72]
…
soud si je vědom skutečnosti, že tato úmluva nemá přímý účinek, je však nutné ji použít
jako interpretační pramen,
…
[82]
…
v případě daného záměru s dopady na území celé České republiky je možné dovodit
dotčenost ve hmotněprávní sféře stěžovatele, který vyvíjí aktivitu rámci celé České
republiky,
…
[83]
…
Proto lze na daný případ aplikovat § 65 odst. 1 s. ř. s., tedy, že stěžovateli přísluší námitky
procesního i hmotněprávního charakteru.
[72]
…
Although the Court is aware of the fact that the Convention is not provided with a direct
applicability, it has to be viewed as an interpretative resource,
…
[82]
…
Impacts of the project can be observed on whole territory of the Czech Republic. Since
the plaintiff is being active within the whole country, it is substantively affected.
…
[83]
…
Section 65 para. 1 of the Code of Administrative Justice is applicable - meaning that the
plaintiff is entitled to raise both procedural and substantive objections.

What
was the
critical
issue the
case
affected
and how
the
judgment
responde
d to the
critical
issue

http://www.nssoud.cz/http://www.nssoud.cz/mainc.aspx?cls=EvidencniListVety&evl_i
d=69160
According to the previous prevailing case law of the Czech administrative courts before
this ruling, NGOs could claim only the infringement of their procedural rights at court.
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CZ2:
Date of judgement:
Name of court:
Reference number of the case:
Reference details
(parties to the proceedings, attorneys)

Key facts of the case

Main reasoning / argumentation of the
parties and of the judgment

29 March 2016
The Supreme Administrative Court
4 As 217/2015
Applicants: a) Mgr. J. T., b) ak. mal. A. M., c) subsidiary
NGO Centrum pro podporu občanů, all represented by
attorney Michal Bernard
Defendant: Prague, the city
Interested Parties: I) Eleganta, a. s., II) OAKDALE, a. s., III)
Tatte Property, a. s., all represented by attorney Petr
Mrázek, IV) MYRTLANIS s. r. o., represented by attorney
Jiří Tvrdík, V) SHELTON CZ s. r. o., represented by
attorney Jiří Fiala
The defendant issued a resolution containing a measure
of general nature that made several important changes
to the urban management plan.
Upon filing an action for annulment by the applicants,
the measure of general nature in question was annulled.
The defendant subsequently filed a cassation complaint
questioning the locus standi of applicants.
Another cassation complaint was filed by the applicant
b) to whom the right to locus standi was not granted by
the court of the first instance.
The applicant b) argued that since the Constitutional
Court of the Czech Republic recognized in its decision
No. I. ÚS 59/14 the locus standi of an environmental
NGO, the locus standi of a representative of the public
should be undisputed. Representative of the public,
empowered by the municipality citizens, possesses
greater legitimacy than association. Such a procedural
distinction between environmental NGOs and
representatives of the public is thus contrary to the art.
9 para. 3 of the Aarhus Convention.
The court agreed with the arguments of the applicant.
With reference to the aforementioned decision of the
Constitutional Court and to the legal principle of a
minori ad maius, the court recognized the right of a
representative of the public to bring an action for
annulment against the measure of general nature.
According to the court, representative of public
possesses greater legitimacy than association, formed of
any persons regardless on their relation to the
respective territory.
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Reference to the Aarhus Convention /
direct applicability of the AC in the
domestic legal system

Result and key consequences or
implications of the case

Key quotation in original language and
translated into English with reference
details

References were made by the court to the following
provisions of the Aarhus Convention:
‒ Art. 9 para. 2
‒ Art. 9 para. 3
The court also made a reference to the CJEU case No. C240/09 that interpreted Art. 9 para. 3 of the Aarhus
Convention.
Representative of the public is entitled to bring an action
for annulment of the measure of general nature
amending the urban management plan.
This result overrules previous case law and reflects
legislator’s intentions presented in the explanatory
memorandum of the Construction Act, thus ensuring
better compliance with the Aarhus Convention.
II. Zástupce veřejnosti podle § 23 zákona č. 183/2006
Sb., stavebního zákona, je oprávněn podat návrh na
zrušení opatření obecné povahy nebo jeho části dle §
101a odst. 1 a násl. zákona č. 150/2002 Sb., soudního
řádu správního.
II. Pursuant to the Section 23 of the Act No. 183/2006
Coll., Construction Act, a representative of public is
entitled to bring an action for annulment of the measure
of general nature or its part in light of the Section 101a
para. 1 et seq. of the Act No. 150/2002 Coll., Code of
Administrative Justice.

What was the critical issue the case
affected and how the judgment
responded to the critical issue

http://www.nssoud.cz/
According to the previous prevailing case law of Czech
administrative courts, a representative of the public
could only raised objections against the measure of
general nature and subsequently filed action against the
decision of the court regarding those objections.
A representative of the public can hence successfully
bring an action for annulment of the measure of general
nature amending the urban management plan.
The judgment also took into account the decision of the
Constitutional Court No. I. ÚS 59/14 that granted the
same right to the environmental NGOs.
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DE:

Date of judgement, name of court and
reference number of the case
Reference details
(parties to the proceedings, attorneys)
Key facts of the case

Main reasoning / argumentation of the
parties and of the judgment

Reference to the Aarhus Convention /
direct applicability of the AC in the
domestic legal system
Result and key consequences or
implications of the case

Court order, 1 march 2016, Administrative Court
Trier (VG Trier), 6 L 368/16.TR
Naturschutzbund Deutschland Division
Rheinland-Pfalz e.V.; Landkreis BernkastelWittlich
An acknowledged environmental NGO under
German Law asked for interim measures to stop
the construction of a windmill park in the
municipality of Bernkastel-Wittlich, Rheinland
Pfalz; the admissibility of the claim was denied
The court denied the admissibility of the claim
because it denied the standing under the
Umweltrechtsbehelfsgesetz (UmwRG) for the
following reasons: The NABU division is an
acknowledged environmental NGO under
German law. But it did not participate in the
administrative proceedings with any expert
opinion. The court ruled that this would be a
violation of § 2 para 1 No 3 of the UmwRG
because the NGO would be obliged to participate
in the administrative proceeding before bringing
a case to court. It ruled that such a judgment
would not be contradictory to the judgment of
the ECJ from 15. October 2015 (Rs. C 137/14)
because this judgment only ruled that the
material preclusion of § 2 para 3 UmwRG was not
in accordance with European law
The Aarhus Convention is not directly applicable
in the German National Legal Order.
The Court restricted the Access to Justice for
eNGOs against the wording of the ECJ. It ruled
that the ECJ was only against the material
preclusion of objections – but that an
environmental NGO has no standing when it did
not somehow participated in the administrative
proceeding with any expert opinion.
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Key quotation in original language and
translated into English with reference
details

What was the critical issue the case
affected and how the judgment
responded to the critical issue

„Eine Vorschrift, die die Beteiligung eines
Verbandes im nationalen Verwaltungsverfahren
vor Einleitung eines Gerichtsverfahrens erfordert,
schließt auch das vom Antragsteller zitierte Urteil
des Europäischen Gerichtshofs nicht aus.“
„A regulation, which requires the participation of
an association in the national administrative
procedure before the initiation of a court
procedure, is not excluded by the judgement of
the European Court of Justice, cited by the
applicant.”
With this court order the access to justice for
eNGO is still dependent on its participation in the
administrative procedure. It does not
differentiate whether it was possible for the
eNGO to participate or whether the eNGO knew
about the administrative procedure of this
permission for the windmills at all. It does not
apply the examination (of the ECJ judgment)
whether the NGO acted in abusive conduct but
ruled that for standing in court it is obligatory for
an eNGO to have participated in the
administrative proceedings.
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ES1:

Date of judgement, name of court
and reference number of the case

Reference details
(parties to the proceedings,
attorneys)
Key facts of the case

Date: 8 of June 2015
Court: Supreme Court of Spain 6th Section of the
Administrative- Judiciary Room (Sala de lo
Contencioso- Administrativo)
Ref. Num.: RJ\2015\3166
Claimant: Asociación ECOLOGISTAS EN ACCIÓN
CODA.
Co-defendants: Public Administration (General
Administration of the State)
D. Genaro
Main issues:
Appeal against the Administration Body decision of
giving pardon to D. Genaro for an environmental
crime. The reprieve was agreed by the Cabinet in the
Royal Decree 863/2013 of 31 October 2013.
Standing: recognition of standing for the Association
on environmental interest protection.
Summary of facts:
D. Genaro was condemned by the Audiencia Provincial
of Las Palmas after a first instance before the Penal
Court num. 5 of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria for an
environmental crime on territorial organization.
The condemnation consisted on a “prison sentence of 3
years and a day of prison, the loss of the right to stand
as a candidate, prohibition of practicing any
commercial activity on the building sector in a 3 years
and a day period, and on a pecuniary sanction of 24
months and a day for 60 Euros per day, with subsidiary
personal liability in the case of being unpaid.”
Subsequently, D. Genaro requested the total reprieve of
the penalties to the Ministry of Justice and subsidiary a
partial reprieve.
The Ministry of Justice gave finally partial reprieve to
D. Genaro through the Royal Decree 863/2013 of 31
October 2013. The text explained:
“I come to commute to D. Genaro the prison sentence
on a one of 2 years of prison, under the condition of
demolishing the illegally executed works[…], leaving
the rest of the pronouncements of the decision of the
Court of Appeal, and under the condition of not to
commit another intentional crime in a 3 year period
[…]”9

“Vengo en conmutar a don Genaro la pena privativa de libertad impuesta por otra de dos años de prisión, a condición de
que proceda a la demolición de las obras ilegalmente ejecutadas, de acuerdo a lo fallado por el Tribunal sentenciador, dejando
subsistentes los demás pronunciamientos contenidos en la sentencia, y de que no vuelva a cometer delito doloso en el plazo de
tres años desde la publicación del real decreto".
9
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Main reasoning / argumentation of
the parties and of the judgment

Then, the NGO “Asociación ECOLOGISTAS EN
ACCIÓN-CODA” appealed the decision before the
Supreme Court by alleging especial interest on
environmental protection.
Claimant’s arguments:
They request the nullity of the Royal Decree, due to the
lack of legal reasoning and for being contrary to the
opinion of the Court of first instance (Juzgado de lo
Penal nº 5 de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria) and the one
of the Court of Appeal (Audiencia Provincial de Las
Palmas) and furthermore to the opinion of the
Prosecution Ministry (Ministerio Fiscal).
Also, the reprieve does not fulfill the legal requirements
provided by laws, as for example the execution of the
payment or the existence of manifestations of regret, in
accordance with article 25 of the Law of Reprieve.
Defendant’s arguments:
Lack of standing of the claimant Association, because
the main issue of the process, that is to say, the reprieve,
does not concern environmental interests. Thus, the
Association is not entitled to appeal penal decisions
before the courts.
Arguments of the Judgement:
-About the standing:
The Court rejects the lack of standing alleged by the codefendants. They consider that the Association is
entitled to take judicial actions according to national
legal provisions (art. 19 of LJCA Law 29/1998, Law
27/2006 of public information, public participation and
access to justice in environmental matters) and to the
Aarhus Convention. Likewise, they have standing to
appeal
administrative
decisions
concerning
environmental interests even when they are related to
criminal matters, because of their administrative
character.
-About the Reprieve:
The Court gives reason to the Association’s allegations
about the nullity of the agreement. The Supreme Court
appreciate violation of the legal proceedings of the
Reprieve, because the Court of Appeal is the only one
entitled to issue a report informing of the conditions of
a reprieve, according to article 23 of the Law of
Reprieve.
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Reference to the Aarhus
Convention / direct applicability of
the AC in the domestic legal
system

The Court makes direct reference to the Aarhus
Convention in its reasoning in the third paragraph of
the court’s decision. Consequently, they follow the
Association’s claims for standing, giving them support.
In their words:
“The Aarhus Convention has been ratified by Spain the 29
of December of 2004, and since its publication in the
Official Journal in the 16th of February 2005, it is part of our
national legal system, in accordance with article 96.1 of the
Spanish Constitution”.

Result and key consequences or
implications of the case

Key quotation in original language
and translated into English with
reference details

The most relevant aspect of the case is the issue of
standing for NGOs. A positive trend of the court’s
interpretation is found in judicial decisions taken since
the entry into force of the Aarhus Convention in 2005
concerning access to justice for NGOs. This recent case
is a clear confirmation of the court’s efficient
implementation of the third pillar on access to justice
for non-profit organizations with environmental
interests in Spain, when it is been progressively
implemented by courts since the ratification of the
Aarhus Convention.
Other important implication of the case is the standing
for NGOs involving administrative decisions in
criminal matters, as the figure of the reprieve. The
Court settled the standing for appealing administrative
decision concerning procedural aspects of the reprieve,
but not for taking part in the final decision itself, which
takes place among the criminal scope. That would be
only competence of the Courts and authorities
designated by laws.
THIRD PARAGRAPH OF THE JUDGEMENT
REASONING
Original version:
“El Convenio de Aarhus fue ratificado por España el 29 de
diciembre de 2004, y desde su publicación en el BOE, el 16
de febrero de 2005, forma parte de nuestro ordenamiento
jurídico, de conformidad con el 96.1 CE .
La Ley 27/2006, de 18 de julio , cuyo objeto es definir un
marco jurídico que responda a los compromisos asumidos
con la ratificación del Convenio de Aarhus y la trasposición
al ordenamiento interno de Directivas comunitarias, que a
su vez incorporan para el conjunto de la Unión europea las
obligaciones derivadas del Convenio de Aarhus, reconoce
en su artículo 22 una acción popular en asuntos
mediambientales, en favor de las personas jurídicas sin
ánimo de lucro, que reúnan los requisitos de tener entre los
fines acreditados en sus estatutos la protección del medio
ambiente, que se hubieran constituido legalmente al menos
dos años antes del ejercicio de la acción y desarrollen su
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actividad en el ámbito territorial afectado por la actuación,
o en su caso, omisión administrativa.”
“este es el interés que asiste a la asociación recurrente en
este caso, a la que el legislador encomienda la tutela del
interés difuso de la protección del medio ambiente, que no
permite combatir en esta jurisdicción la decisión misma de
concesión o no del indulto, pero sí en cambio que el mismo
se produzca con sujeción a los aspectos formales
establecidos por la Ley.”

English translation:
“The Aarhus Convention has been ratified by Spain the 29
of December of 2004, and since its publication in the
Official Journal in the 16th of February 2005, it is part of our
national legal system, in accordance with article 96.1 of the
Spanish Constitution.
The 27/2006 Law, whose aim is to define a legal scope
which answers the commitments adopted with the
ratification of the Aarhus Convention and the transposition
to the national legal system of the European Directives, sets
in its article 22 the Public Action on environmental matters
in favor of the non-profit organizations which fulfill the
requirements of having established by their Statutes the aim
of protection to the environmental, being actively defending
environmental interests for at least 2 years before the action
is filed and the placement of their activity located in the
territorial scope of the administrative decision, act or
omission.”
“That is the interest of the applicant association, which
is entitled to the wide-spread interest on environmental
protection which does not allow this tribunal to take
part in the decision-making of the reprieve but in the
formal aspects provided by laws.”

What was the critical issue the
case affected and how the
judgment responded to the critical
issue

In spite of the fact that the central issue of the case was
the appeal to the reprieve given by the Ministry of
Justice in the Royal Decree 863/2013 of 31 October
2013, the most relevant legal aspect debated has been
the issue of standing for NGOs with environmental
interests in these type of proceedings. In general, NGOs
are entitled to file actions before the Administration
Bodies and Courts on administrative decisions, acts or
omissions, but not in the type of decisions affecting
criminal law as a reprieve. Thus, the Court has
separated both fields by stating that the procedural
aspects of a reprieve are of administrative character,
while the penal decisions are not supposed to be
appealed by NGOs under Public Action on
environmental matters.
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In the court’s words:
“That is the interest of the applicant association, which
is entitled to the wide-spread interest on environmental
protection which does not allow this tribunal to take
part in the decision-making of the reprieve but in the
formal aspects provided by laws.”
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ES 2:

Date of judgement, name of court
and reference number of the case

Reference details
(parties to the proceedings,
attorneys)

Key facts of the case

Main reasoning / argumentation of
the parties and of the judgment

Date: 23 of March 2010
Court: Supreme Court of Spain. 3rd Section of the
Administrative-Judiciary Room (Sala de lo
Contencioso-Administrativo )
Ref. Num.: RJ\2010\4475
Claimant: Asociación ECOLOGISTAS EN ACCIÓNCODA.
Co-defendants : Public Administration
Companies:
ENDESA GENERACIÓN S.A.
GAS NATURAL SDG S.A.
MORATA ENERGÍA S.L.
IBERDROLA GENERACIÓN S.A.U
Main issues:
Appeal against the Cabinet Agreement of the Public
Utility Declaration for a Thermal Power Plant of the
15th June of 2007.
Issue of Public Action: recognition of standing for the
Association.
Energy: electric energy, thermal power plants, public
utility declaration for the Thermal Power Plant of
Morata de Tajuña: inadmissibility of the public utility
declaration.
Summary of facts:
The Cabinet accorded to declare of public utility the
project of the Thermal Power Plant of Morata de
Tajuña in the Agreement of the 15th June of 2007. The
non-profit organization “Asociación ECOLOGISTAS
EN ACCIÓN-CODA” appealed the decision before the
courts by arguing violation of the proceedings in the
decision making as an infringement on the public
participation provisions and lack of reasoning under
law provisions to defend public interests.
Claimant’s arguments: The Association asked for the
declaration of nullity of the Cabinet Agreement of the
Public Utility Declaration for the Thermal Power Plant
of Morata de Tajuña because of the infringement of the
procedural norms in its decision-making process.
Infringement of the Environmental Evaluation Impact
proceedings because of the lack of alternatives required
to the promoter concerning the location of the power
plant. Violation of the public participation principle in
the decision making in accordance with RAMINP
norm, Law 16/2002 and Law 30/1992. Lack of
reasoning from the part of the Administration Body.
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Defendant’s arguments: Inadmissibility of the appeal
due to the lack of standing of the claimant Association
and correct observance of the procedural norms.

Reference to the Aarhus
Convention / direct applicability of
the AC in the domestic legal
system

Arguments of the Judgement:
-About the standing: The Court rejects the lack of
standing alleged by the defendants. They consider that
the Association is entitled to take judicial actions
according to national legal provisions (art. 19 of LJCA
Law 29/1998, Law 27/2006 of public information,
public participation and access to justice in
environmental matters) and to the Aarhus Convention.
-About the nullity of the Cabinet Agreement:
The Court gives reason to the Association’s allegations
about the nullity of the agreement, but rejects their
arguments about the absence of public participation
during the process and the ones of infringement of the
procedural norms. On the contrary, they state that the
agreement contravenes the articles 140 and 143 of the
Royal Decree 1955/2000 of the 1 of December 2000,
in accordance with articles 52.1 of Law 54/1997 of the
Electricity Sector and with articles 33 and 103 of the
Spanish Constitution; considering the conditions under
the public utility declaration has been made.
The Court makes direct reference to the Aarhus
Convention in its reasoning in the second paragraph of
the court’s view. Consequently, they follow the
Association’s claims for standing, giving them support.
In their words:
“Spain has ratified the Aarhus Convention of the
25th June of 1998, […] whose article 9 sets
provisions relating to start proceedings before the
courts or other impartial bodies […] and which
promotes the standing for associations and nonprofit organizations that defend environmental
protection, and binds the courts’ decisions on
environmental matters, in view of the specific
nature of environmental interests, to make a nonrestrictive interpretation of art. 19.1 b) of the
Jurisdictional Contentious- Administrative Law
[…].

Result and key consequences or
implications of the case

A positive trend of the court’s interpretation is found in
judicial decisions taken since the entry into force of the
Aarhus Convention in 2005 concerning access to
justice for NGOs. This case is a sign of normalization
of the conditions on access to justice for non-profit
organizations with environmental interests in Spain,
when it is been efficiently implemented by courts.
References of previous judicial decisions following
these criteria can be found in the reasoning of the court
in the judgment, as the one of the 25 of June of 2008
Rec. 905/2007.
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Key quotation in original language
and translated into English with
reference details

Moreover, the other implication of the case is the
Court’s balance on the conditions under a public utility
declaration by authorities should be made. In this case,
to execute the presented project implies a cumbersome
harm to public and particular interests more than the
possible public interests to be covered by the project
itself, because, from the court’s view, “the
constitutional collective and individual rights to health,
to the environment, to the sustainable development,
and to the quality of life among others, prevail against
the social inconvenient carried by the execution of the
project.” (end of the 3rd paragraph of the judgement)
Original version:
“Cabe destacar que España ha ratificado el Convenio de la
CEPE de la Organización de Naciones Unidas, sobre el
acceso a la información, la participación del público en la
toma de decisiones y el acceso a la justicia en materia de
medio ambiente, hecho en Aarhus (Dinamarca), el 25 de
junio de 1998 ( RCL 2005, 296) (Instrumento de
ratificación publicado en el Boletín Oficial del Estado de 16
de febrero de 2005 y que entró en vigor el 29 de marzo de
2005), que, en su artículo 9 establece disposiciones en
relación con la posibilidad de entablar procedimientos
judiciales o de otro tipo para impugnar la legalidad, en
cuanto al fondo, o en cuanto al procedimiento, de cualquier
decisión, acción u omisión que entren dentro del ámbito de
las disposiciones relativas a la participación del público en
las decisiones sobre actividades que puedan tener un efecto
significativo sobre el medio ambiente, y que promueve el
reconocimiento de la legitimación de aquellas Asociaciones
y Organizaciones no gubernamentales que desarrollan su
actividad en defensa de la protección del medio ambiente, y
por ello, vincula al órgano judicial que resuelva recursos
contencioso-administrativos en materia de medio ambiente,
en razón de la naturaleza y el carácter específico de los
intereses medioambientales, a que realice una
interpretación no restrictiva del artículo 19.1 b) de la Ley
Jurisdiccional Contencioso-Administrativa ( RCL 1998,
1741) , basada en los principios que informan el
mencionado Tratado internacional medioambiental, que
asegure la tutela judicial efectiva de los intereses
medioambientales postulados. “(2nd paragraph of the
court’s reasoning concerning the standing).

English translation of key points:
“Spain has ratified the Aarhus Convention of the 25th June
of 1998, […] whose article 9 sets provisions relating to start
proceedings before the courts or other impartial bodies […]
and which promotes the standing for associations and nonprofit organizations that defend environmental protection,
and binds the courts’ decisions on environmental matters, in
view of the specific nature of environmental interests, to
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make a non-restrictive interpretation of art. 19.1 b) of the
Jurisdictional Contentious- Administrative Law […]”

What was the critical issue the
case affected and how the
judgment responded to the critical
issue

The critical issue was about the public utility
declaration by the authorities to the Thermal Power
Plant of Morata de Tajuña. The environmental nonprofit organization “Asociación ECOLOGISTAS EN
ACCIÓN” took action before the courts by appealing
the decision, the Cabinet Agreement of the 15 June of
2007.
Finally, the Court ruled in favor of the Association,
setting that firstly, the NGO was entitled to start
judicial actions, and secondly, the public interests
alleged by the codefendants on the execution of the
project were not enough to cover the constitutional
protected public interests like the rights to health or to
the environment. Thus, the Supreme Court declared the
nullity of the Cabinet Agreement.
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HU:

Date of judgement, name of court and
reference number of the case
Reference details
(parties to the proceedings, attorneys)

Key facts of the case

Main reasoning / argumentation of the
parties and of the judgment

3 February 2015
Central District Court of Budapest
1.P.90.201/2013/86.
Applicant: Védegylet Egyesület (Protect the Future
Association)
Defendant 1: Nemzeti Infrastruktúra Fejlesztő Zrt.
(National Infrastructure Development Co.)
Defendant 2) Swietelsky Kft. (Swietelsky Ltd.)
National Infrastructure Co. ordered the
construction of a road connecting two villages in
western Hungary near the Slovenian border, partly
cutting through a national part and Natura 2000
areas, mostly forested lands.
The Applicant argued that such an intervention
into the undisturbed nature will significantly affect
the areas and will result in the damaging of the
environment and nature as well as the loss of a
favorable conservation status.
The Defendants argued that the road construction
is partly occupying an existing dirt road and only
partly will result in the cutting of a protected
forest. Also they argued that an appropriate
assessment done before the permitting and
construction did not identify significant adverse
effects to be associated with the development.

Reference to the Aarhus Convention / direct
applicability of the AC in the domestic legal
system

The Court established that the burden of proof
was on the shoulders of the Applicant who was
supposed to demonstrate that the construction of
the road resulted in a significant adverse change in
the status of nature compared to the status prior
to the construction. Given that the road was built
during the court procedure, the court appointed
expert and the expert commissioned by the
Applicant were not in the position to clearly
establish such change, not having exact baseline
data on the status of nature from before the
construction. Therefore the Court concluded that
the claim of the Applicant has to be dismissed.
The Court did not refer to the Aarhus Convention,
however, referred to the provisions of domestic
law (Art. 99 of the Act on Environmental
Protection and Art. 65 of the Act on Nature
Conservation) that allow for environmental and
nature conservation NGOs to claim the court to
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Result and key consequences or
implications of the case

Key quotation in original language and
translated into English with reference
details

What was the critical issue the case affected
and how the judgment responded to the
critical issue

order a damaging or potentially damaging activity
to be stopped and adequate remedial measures to
be introduced. The Aarhus Convention is not
directly applicable in the Hungarian legal system,
however, the provisions referred above transpose
the main requirements of the Convention into
domestic law.
As a direct result of the case, the application of the
Applicant was dismissed and any legal obstacle
from before the road construction has thus been
removed.
As a consequence of the case, the Applicant had to
pay the costs of the case as well as the attorney
fees of the adversary parties.
The judgment confirmed that NGOs having legal
standing can initiate such legal procedures
pursuant to national law transposing Art. 9.3 of
the Aarhus Convention even if they enjoyed legal
standing in the administrative permitting process
but did not use it.
“Ekként nem állapítható meg az sem, hogy az út
környezetére közvetlenül vagy közvetve mérhető
jelentős és kedvezőtlen változást eredményezett
az út megépítése, éppen a bázisállapotra
vonatkozó ismeretek hiánya és azok
rekonstrukciójának objektív kizártsága miatt.”
“Thus it cannot be concluded that the
construction of the road resulted in a quantifiable
significant and adverse change in the environment
of the road, directly or indirectly, due to the lack
of knowledge of the baseline conditions and that
their reconstruction was objectively excluded.”
The most critical issue was timing and ultimately,
the long procedural time heavily contributed to
the loss of the case.
The Defendant 1 received a construction permit
for the road in 2009 and started construction
works in December 2012. The Applicant noticed in
the beginning of 2013 that the construction
activities started and initiated a court case against
the Defendants. The Applicant also requested an
interim relief and asked the Court to order the
halting of construction works.
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The Court in its first instance order (to be
executed with no delay) ordered the halting of any
construction works and any management
measures aimed at the construction of the road.
The Court in this first instance order
simultaneously refused the claim of the
Defendants to make this injunction conditional
upon a cross-undertaking in damages worth appr.
EUR 235,000. However, the second instance
Capitol Court of Budapest amended the first
instance order and refused the related claim of
the Applicant for injunction. According to the
reasoning by the Capitol Court, the Applicant did
not make it probable to a sufficient extent that the
construction of the road will result in the
endangering or damaging of the environment.
The lifting of this injunction resulted that the road
could be built while the court procedure was still
ongoing, and this fact prevented the nature
conservation experts in the case from being able
to demonstrate the changes in the natural
conditions that the road construction made,
compared to a status when there was no road in
place. Ultimately, this situation (the impossibility
to exactly show what and to what extent changed
due to the road construction) resulted in the loss
of the case by the Applicant.
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SK:

Date of judgement, name of court and
reference number of the case

Reference details
(parties to the proceedings, attorneys)

4 April 2012
Regional Court Banska Bystrica (Krajsky sud Banska
Bystrica)
23S/113/2011
The appeal decision:
12 March 2013
The Supreme Court of the Slovak Republic
(Najvyšší súd Slovenskej republiky)
3Szp/18/2012
Plaintiff: Občianske združenie Podpoľanie nad
zlato, Detva (Environmental civic association
“Podpolanie over gold” from Detva, where
“Podpolanie” is name of the region)
Defendant 1: Hlavný banský úrad (HBU), Banská
Štiavnica (Main mining bureau, Banska Stiavnica)

Key facts of the case

Main reasoning / argumentation of the
parties and of the judgment

Defendant 2: Eastern Mediterranean Resources –
Slovakia, s.r.o., Detva (Eastern Mediterranean
Resources – Slovakia, Ltd., Detva)
The core issue of the case is standing and public
participation in administrative procedure regarding
designation of mining area. Mining company
Eastern Mediterranean Resources (with roots in
Cyprus) intended to open surface mine for gold
closed to town Detva, Central Slovakia. This
intention was broadly opposed by public and local
municipalities. Public (represented by the civic
association “Podpolanie over gold”) wanted to
participate in the administrative procedure
regarding designation of mining area. The
administrative mining authority refused to grant
standing to association.
The state mining authority (HBU - defendant 1)
rejected standing of plaintiff (public) in the
proceedings. Pursuant to mining authority the
procedure on designation of mining area is
regulated by the Mining Act No. 44/1988 which
does not regulate public participation in such
procedure. The mining authority stated that
Aarhus Convention does not directly apply on the
case, only through national legislation. It is in
Slovak terms the EIA Act. Public could participate
in the proceedings if there was an EIA procedure
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preceding the designation of mining area, but
there was no EIA. Therefore plaintiff has no
standing.
The plaintiff claimed that public participation in the
procedure on designation of mining area is
regulated not only by specific mining legislation,
but also by general Administrative Procedure Act.
The fundamental principle is that national
legislation must be applied in accordance with
Aarhus Convention.

Reference to the Aarhus Convention / direct
applicability of the AC in the domestic legal
system

Result and key consequences or
implications of the case

The Court ruled that Aarhus Convention is an
international treaty which takes precedence over
national legislation, though it has no direct effect.
The national legislation shall be applied in
compliance with Aarhus Convention in order to
achieve aims set up by environmental legislation.
Moreover, regulation on filing an appeal in
administrative procedures must be interpreted in
accordi with Article 9(3) of Aarhus Convention in
order to enable environmental organisation to
judicially challenge any administrative decision.
The Court stated that Aarhus Convention is an
international treaty which, in terms of Articl 7(5) of
the Constitution of the Slovak Republic, takes
precedence over the laws. On the other side, the
Aarhus Convention does not have direct effect in
Slovak legislation, but the national judiciary is
authorised to review (when dealing with a
complaint) whether legislative/executive power
effectively implemented the relevant individual
rights of Aarhus Convention within national
legislation.
The most important is reference made to Article
9(3) of the Aarhus Convention. The Court stated
that relevant procedural legislation shall be
interpreted in order to guarantee environmental
organisation access to justice in environmental
administrative cases.
The Court dismissed both administrative decisions
adopted by mining administrative authorities
(there was a first instance decision and an appelate
decision). The mining authority was obliged to pay
legal costs of the association as well as its attorney
fees. Association “Podpolanie over gold” became
part of the administrative proceedings on
designation of mining area. Later on – thanks to
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other activities of the association – the designation
of mining area was not granted (the decision is not
valid yet).

Key quotation in original language and
translated into English with reference
details

The Supreme Court as an appeal court upheld the
first instance court decision.
The Regional court:
Súd zaujal stanovisko, že ak majú byť naplnené
požiadavky čl. 6 ods. 4 a čl. 9 ods. 3 Aarhuského
dohovoru, ako aj rozhodnutia Súdneho dvora EU C240/09, je povinnosťou vykladať procesné predpisy
tak, aby výkald umožnil občianskemu združeniu v
oblasti ochrany životného prostredia napadnúť na
súde rozhodnutie prijaté v rámci správneho
konania, a to aj v prípade rozhodnutia o určení
dobývacieho priestoru.Pokiaľ takéto právo je
priznané našim právnym poriadkom len
účastníkovi správneho konania, potom je potrebné
takýto status žalobcovi priznať.
The Court stated that in order to fulfill the
requirements of Articles 6(4) and 9(3) of the
Aarhus Convention, as well as decision of the Court
of Justice of EU C-240/09, it is necessary to
interpret procedural legislation in a way, which
enables environmental association to file a judicial
complaint against administrative decision. This
applies also in case of designation of mining area.
If only party to the administrative proceedings has
the right to file such judicial complaint, then a
plaintiff must be granted standing in administrative
proceedings.
The Supreme Court:
Výklad čl. 9 ods. 3 Aarhuského dohovoru sa musí
najvyšším súdom vykonať tak, aby sa zadosťučinilo
jeho nadpisu “Prístup k spravodlivosti” v súlade s
postavením žalobcu, ktoré spĺňa pojem “členovia
verejnosti”. Len tak možno zabezpečiť pre toto
združenie žalobcu ochranu jeho práv, ktoré
vyplývajú z práva EÚ, ktorého súčasťou je aj
Aarhuský dohovor.
…
Najvyšší súd upozorňuje, že povinnosť
eurokonformného výkladu existovala už v čase
vydania napadnutého prvostupňového
rozhodnutia o nepriznaní postavenia účastníka
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správneho konania žalobcovi. Podľa rozsudku C103/88 Fratelli Constanzo Spa, výrok pod bodom 4
správne orgány majú rovnakú povinnosť ako súdy
aplikovať európske právo a zdržať sa aplikácie
ustanovení národného práva, kotré sú v rozpore s
ním.

What was the critical issue the case affected
and how the judgment responded to the
critical issue

The Supreme Court must interpret Article 9(3) of
the Aarhus Convention in a way to achieve its aim
named in its title “Access to justice”, and in
accordance with the position of the plaintiff as a
“public”. This is the only way to ensure protection
of rights of the plaintiff guarantedd by EU
legislation, including the Aarhus Convention.
…
The Supreme Court reminds that the obligation of
harmonious interpretation was existing even when
the first instance administrative decision on not
granting standing to the plaintiff was issued.
Pursuant to the decision C-103/88 Fratelli
Constanzo Spa, point 4, administrative authorities
are equally as couts obliged to apply European law
and to abstain from application of national law
which is in contradiction with the European law.
The most critical issue was to find a way how
association “Podpolanie over gold” can become
party to the administrative proceedings, in which
designation of mining area was decided. If the
Association has no standing in administrative
procedures, it has no access to the court. The
national legislation in this particular topic is silent
and that is why the interpretation of national
legislation via Aarhus Convention and case law of
the Court of Justice of EU is so important.
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